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In this tech report, we present the current state of our ongoing work on
reconstructing Neural Radiance Fields (NERF) of general non-rigid scenes via
ray bending. Non-rigid NeRF (NR-NeRF) takes RGB images of a deforming
object (e.g., from a monocular video) as input and then learns a geometry
and appearance representation that not only allows to reconstruct the input
sequence but also to re-render any time step into novel camera views with
high fidelity. In particular, we show that a consumer-grade camera is suffi-
cient to synthesize convincing bullet-time videos of short and simple scenes.
In addition, the resulting representation enables correspondence estimation
across views and time, and provides rigidity scores for each point in the
scene. We urge the reader to watch the supplemental videos for qualitative
results. We will release our code.

1 INTRODUCTION
Motivation. Free viewpoint rendering is a well-studied problem

due to its wide range of applications inmovies and virtual/augmented
reality [Collet et al. 2015; Miller et al. 2005; Smolic et al. 2006]. In this
work, we are interested in dynamic scenes, which change with time.
Traditionally, multi-view recordings are required for free viewpoint
rendering of dynamic scenes [Oswald et al. 2014; Tung et al. 2009;
Zhang et al. 2003]. However, such multi-view captures are expensive
and cumbersome, and thus not suitable for casual users. We would
like to enable the setting in which a user records a dynamic scene
with a single, moving consumer-grade camera. Free viewpoint ren-
dering allows for a more immersive experience than 2D video, and
would even allow for an immersive experience of existing videos
recorded in the distant past.
Access to only a monocular video of the deforming scene leads

to a severely under-constrained problem. Most existing approaches
thus limit themselves to a single object category, such as the human
body [Habermann et al. 2019; Kocabas et al. 2020; Xiang et al. 2019]
or face [Egger et al. 2020]. Some approaches allow for the recon-
struction of general non-rigid objects [Garg et al. 2013; Kumar et al.
2018; Sidhu et al. 2020; Zollhöfer et al. 2018], but most approaches
only reconstruct the geometry without the appearance of the objects
in the scene. In contrast, our objective is to reconstruct a general dy-
namic scene, including its appearance, such that it can be rendered
from novel viewpoints. This requires correctly reconstructing the
geometry, appearance and motion in the scene from the monocular
RGB observations.

Recent Progress. Recent neural rendering approaches have shown
impressive novel-view synthesis of general static scenes from multi-
view input [Tewari et al. 2020]. These approaches rely on less con-
straints about the scene, compared to traditional approaches. The
closest prior work to our method is NeRF [Mildenhall et al. 2020a],

which builds a continuous implicit volume of the scene using mul-
tiple views from cameras with known extrinsic and intrinsic pa-
rameters. This implicit volume stores the colors and opacities at
every point, which enables rendering novel views using volumetric
integration. This formulation has several advantages, as it does not
assume any specific category of objects or any template mesh of the
scene. However, NeRF assumes the scene to be static while most real
world scenes are dynamic in nature. Neural Volumes [Lombardi et al.
2019] is another closely related approach that uses multiple views
of a deforming scene to enable free viewpoint rendering. However,
it uses a fixed-size voxel grid to represent the reconstruction of the
scene, which restricts the resolution. In addition, it requires multi-
view input for training, which limits the applicability to in-the-wild
outdoor settings or existing monocular footage. We instead target
the more challenging setting of using just a monocular video of
the scene. Because of the non-rigid deformations, each image of
the video records a different, deformed state of the scene, which
violates the constraints of standard neural rendering approaches.
Our approach has to disentangle the observations in any image into
a canonical scene and its deformations, without direct supervision
on either component. This disentanglement allows for every image
to (indirectly) supervise the canonical scene component, leading to
correct multi-view reconstruction.

Our Approach. We tackle this problem using several innovations.
As mentioned before, we represent the non-rigid scene as a combina-
tion of two components: (1) a canonical NeRF volume for geometry
and appearance and (2) the scene deformations. The canonical vol-
ume is a static representation of the scene, which is not directly
supervised. This volume is deformed into each individual image us-
ing the estimated scene deformation. Due to the volumetric nature
of the scene, we opt for space deformations, as opposed to surface
deformation in mesh-based approaches. Specifically, the scene de-
formation is implemented as ray bending, where straight camera
rays are allowed to deform non-rigidly. Ray bending is a comple-
mentary way of deforming the canonical volume: Instead of a point
in the canonical volume deforming such that it lies on a straight
camera ray, we deform the camera ray such that it hits the desired
point in the canonical space. The ray bending is parameterized by
a multi-layered perceptron (MLP) that takes point samples on the
ray as well as a latent code for each image as input. Both the ray
bending as well as the static scene MLPs are jointly trained on the
monocular observations. Since the ray bending MLP deforms the
entire space, independent of any camera parameters, we can render
the deforming volume from a novel viewpoint after training. This
formulation also allows us to compute dense correspondences (via
the canonical scene volume) between all time steps.
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Fig. 1. Given only RGB input images {ĉ𝑖 }𝑖 of a deforming scene, e.g. from a monocular video, and the associated camera parameters {R𝑖 , t𝑖 ,K𝑖 }𝑖 , NR-NeRF
accumulates geometry and appearance information from all input images in a single static NeRF volume v and models deformations as per-time-step space
warpings b of that NeRF volume. The space warping is realized as a ray bending network that regresses an offset for any point in 3D space, conditioned on an
auto-decoded per-time-step deformation latent code l𝑖 . These offsets are applied to the straight input camera rays r̄ in order to bend them into the NeRF
volume such that the input image is correctly reconstructed by integrating along the bent rays r̃. In addition to enabling novel view synthesis, our learned
representation provides rigidity scores 𝑟 and correspondences via the NeRF volume.

The ray bending MLP disentangles the geometry of the scene
from the scene deformations. This disentanglement is an under-
constrained problem, which we tackle with further innovations.
Our method assigns a rigidity score to every point in the canonical
volume, which allows for the deformations to not affect the static
regions in the scene. This rigidity component is jointly learned
without any direct supervision. We also introduce regularizers as
additional soft-constraints. A sparsity regularizer on the deforma-
tions encourages only sparse deformations of the volume, and thus
helps to constrain the canonical volume. We further add a local-
shape preserving regularizer that tries to preserve the local volume
of the deforming scene by minimizing the divergence of the defor-
mations. The sparsity regularizer is weighted such that it mainly
encourages sparsity in the regions of the space that are visible and
occupied. The hidden regions are constrained using the divergence
regularizer. This is important for high quality results. Our results
show high-fidelity reconstruction and novel view synthesis for a
wide range of non-rigid scenes. We can also visualize the rigidity
scores and dense correspondences. Fig. 1 contains an overview of
our method.
To summarize, our main technical contributions are:
• A free viewpoint renderingmethod that only requires amonoc-
ular video of the deforming scene, enabled by the disentan-
glement of the scene into a static canonical volume and scene
deformation.

• A rigidity network which can segment the scene into non-
rigid foreground and rigid background without being directly
supervised.

• Regularizers on the deformations which constrain the prob-
lem by encouraging small volume preserving deformations.

2 RELATED WORK
Our approach closely relates to methods for the capture of static and
dynamic scene geometry and appearance in 3D (Sec. 2.1) as well as
image-based rendering and neural scene representations (Sec. 2.2).

2.1 4D Reconstruction and Novel Viewpoint Rendering
Earlier methods for image-based novel and free-viewpoint render-
ing combined traditional concepts of multi-view camera geometry,
explicit vision-based 3D shape and appearance reconstruction, and
classical computer graphics or image-based rendering. These meth-
ods are based on light fields [Buehler et al. 2001; Gortler et al. 1996;
Levoy and Hanrahan 1996], multi-view stereo to capture dense
depth maps [Zhang et al. 2003], layered depth images [Shade et al.
1998], or representations using 3D point clouds [Agarwal et al. 2011;
Liu et al. 2010; Schonberger and Frahm 2016], meshes [Matsuyama
et al. 2004; Tung et al. 2009] or surfels [Carceroni and Kutulakos
2002; Pfister et al. 2000; Waschbüsch et al. 2005] for dynamic scenes.
Passive geometry capture often leads to artifacts in scenes with
severe occlusions and view-dependent appearance. Also, capturing
temporally coherent representations in this way is challenging.

More recently, the combination of multi-view stereo with fusion
algorithms integrating implicit geometry over short time windows
lead to improved results and short-term temporal coherence [Dou
et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2017; Orts-Escolano et al. 2016]. By using
active depth cameras and such fusion-type reconstruction, dynamic
scene capture and novel viewpoint rendering from a low number
of cameras or a single camera were shown [Huang et al. 2018; Tao
et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2017; Yu et al. 2019]. Several algorithms use
variants of shape-from-silhouette to approximate real scene geome-
try, such as visual hull reconstruction or visual hulls improved via
multi-view photo-consistency in [Kutulakos and Seitz 2000; Starck
et al. 2006]. While reconstruction is fast and feasible with fewer
cameras, the coarse approximate geometry introduces rendering
artifacts, and the reconstruction is usually limited to the separable
foreground. Accurate and temporally coherent geometry is hard
to capture in this way [Cagniart et al. 2010a,b]. Some approaches
use 3D templates and combine vision-based reconstruction with
appearance modelling to enable free-viewpoint video relighting, e.g.,
by estimating reflectance models under general lighting or under
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controlled light stage illumination [Guo et al. 2019; Li et al. 2013;
Nagano et al. 2015; Theobalt et al. 2007].
The progress in RGB-D sensors has enabled depth map capture

from a single camera. Such sensors can been used for 3D reconstruc-
tion and completion of rigid environments [Newcombe et al. 2011]
and non-rigid objects [Innmann et al. 2016; Newcombe et al. 2015;
Slavcheva et al. 2017a; Zollhöfer et al. 2014]. Other method classes
allow capturing deformable geometry from sets of monocular views.
Dense non-rigid structure from motion requires dense point tracks
over input images, which are then factorized into camera poses and
non-rigid 3D states for each view [Garg et al. 2013; Kumar et al.
2018; Sidhu et al. 2020]. The correspondences are usually obtained
with dense optical flow techniques which makes them prone to oc-
clusions and inaccuracies, and which can have a detrimental effect
on the reconstructions. Monocular template-based methods do not
assume dense correspondences and rely on a known 3D state of
a deformable object (a 3D template), which is then tracked across
incoming views [Ngo et al. 2015; Perriollat et al. 2011; Xu et al.
2018; Yu et al. 2015], or a training dataset with multiple object states
[Golyanik et al. 2018; Tretschk et al. 2020]. Templates ensure high
temporal coherence, but limit the applications to specific scenes,
(e.g., videos of a specific surface or human) and they face difficulties
in handling scenes with large deformations, fast motions, and com-
plex interactions. Moreover, obtaining templates for complex objects
and scenes is often non-trivial and requires specialized setups.

In contrast to the reviewed methods, our approach avoids explicit
image-based 3D reconstruction. Moreover, we support arbitrary
backgrounds whereas the discussed methods for monocular 3D
reconstruction of deformable objects ignore it. Our approach enables
free-viewpoint rendering of general deformable sceneswithmultiple
objects and complex deformations with high visual fidelity and
accuracy, and yet does not rely on templates, 2D correspondences
and multi-view set-ups.

2.2 Neural Scene Representations and Neural Rendering
An emerging class of algorithms uses deep neural networks to aug-
ment or replace established graphics and vision concepts for re-
construction and novel-view rendering. The methods differ in the
degree to which traditional reconstruction, scene representation and
image formation are replaced with learned representations. Most
recent work is designed for static scenes [Eslami et al. 2018; Flynn
et al. 2019; Hedman et al. 2018; Meshry et al. 2019; Mildenhall et al.
2020b; Nguyen-Phuoc et al. 2018; Riegler and Koltun 2020; Sitzmann
et al. 2019a,b]; methods handling dynamic scenes are still in their
infancy.

Several approaches address related problems to ours, such as gen-
erating images of humans in new poses [Balakrishnan et al. 2018;
Ma et al. 2018; Neverova et al. 2018; Sarkar et al. 2020] or body
reenactment from monocular videos [Chan et al. 2019]. Other meth-
ods combine explicit dynamic scene reconstruction and traditional
graphics rendering with neural re-rendering [Kim et al. 2019, 2018;
Martin Brualla et al. 2018]. Recently, Shysheya et al. [2019] pro-
posed a neural rendering approach for human avatars with texture
warping. The method is trained on annotated multi-view imagery
and renders the target person at test time given the desired pose.

Zhu et al. [2018] leverage geometric constraints and optical flow
for synthesizing novel views of humans from a single image. Thies
et al. [2019] combine neural textures with the classical graphics
pipeline for novel view synthesis of static objects and monocular
video re-rendering. Their technique requires a scene-specific geo-
metric proxy which has to be reconstructed before the training.
Neural Volumes (NV) [Lombardi et al. 2019] learn object models
which can be animated and rendered from novel views, given multi-
view video data. NV encodes multi-view videos in compact latent
codes which are decoded into a semi-transparent volumetric grid
with colors and transparencies. To generate the final image, the vol-
ume is then rendered by a differentiable ray marcher accumulating
color and opacity for each pixel.
In contrast to all reviewed methods for neural representations

of dynamic scenes, we require only a set of monocular views of a
non-rigid scene as input and are able to re-render the scene from
novel views or define an arbitrary observation trajectory of a virtual
camera.

Concurrent Work as of November 2020. Concurrently to us, several
methods have been proposed for similar tasks which are also yet to
undergo peer-review. Unlike Pumarola et al. [2020], we demonstrate
that our method can handle real scenes and supports background.
Unlike Park et al. [2020], we show results on more challenging
scenes, which are typically larger and include more motion, and we
do not rely on pre-computed static background points for segmenta-
tion. Unlike Li et al. [2020], we do not rely on optical flow estimates
or depth estimates for constraining the method. In contrast to Xian
et al. [2020], our results are sharper in the rigid regions of the scene,
less blurred in overall and less prone to halo-effects in the transitions
from the background to the foreground. Furthermore, our method
does not rely on video depth supervision and we believe that it can
handle larger changes in the scene.
Note that we only use an auxiliary method for estimating the

camera parameters. However, no reliance on pre-computed scene
information apart from camera parameters, more challenging novel
view scenarios, lower resolution training data, and significantly less
compute make our results slightly less sharp than some concurrent
work [Park et al. 2020].

3 METHOD
Our Non-Rigid Neural Radiance Fields (NR-NeRF) method takes
as input a set of 𝑁 RGB images {ĉ𝑖 }𝑁−1

𝑖=0 of a non-rigid scene and,
optionally, their extrinsics {R𝑖 , t𝑖 }𝑁−1

𝑖=0 and intrinsics {K𝑖 }𝑁−1
𝑖=0 . Non-

rigid NeRF then finds a single canonical NeRF volume that can be
deformed via ray bending to correctly render into each input view.
Specifically, we collect appearance and geometry information in
the static canonical NeRF volume v parametrized by weights \ . We
model deformations by bending the straight rays sent out by a cam-
era to obtain a deformed rendering of the canonical NeRF volume.
This ray bending is implemented as a ray bending MLP b with
weights𝜓 and maps, conditioned on the current deformation, 3D
points (for example sampled from the straight rays) to 3D positions
in the canonical NeRF volume. The deformation conditioning takes
the form of auto-decoded latent codes {l𝑖 }𝑁−1

𝑖=0 for each image 𝑖 .
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3.1 Background: Neural Radiance Fields
We first recap NeRF for rigid scenes. NeRF renders a 3D volume into
an image by accumulating color (weighted by visibility and density)
along camera rays. The 3D volume is parametrized by an MLP
v(x, d) = (c, 𝑜) that regresses an RGB color c = c(x, d) ∈ [0, 1]3
and an opacity 𝑜 = 𝑜 (x) ∈ [0, 1] for a point x ∈ R3 on a ray with
direction d ∈ R3.
Let us consider a pixel (𝑢, 𝑣) of an image ĉ𝑖 . In the case of a

pinhole camera model, the associated ray r𝑢,𝑣 ( 𝑗) = o + 𝑗d(𝑢, 𝑣) can
be calculated usingR𝑖 , t𝑖 , andK𝑖 , which yield the ray origin o ∈ R3
and ray direction d(𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ R3. We can then integrate along the ray
from the near plane 𝑗𝑛 to the far plane 𝑗𝑓 of the camera frustum to
obtain the visibility-weighted color c at (𝑢, 𝑣):

c(r𝑢,𝑣) =
∫ 𝑗𝑓

𝑗𝑛

𝑉 ( 𝑗) · 𝑜 (r𝑢,𝑣 ( 𝑗)) · c(r𝑢,𝑣 ( 𝑗), d(𝑢, 𝑣)) 𝑑 𝑗, (1)

where the visibility 𝑉 ( 𝑗) = exp(−
∫ 𝑗

𝑗𝑛
𝑜 (r𝑢,𝑣 (𝑠)) 𝑑𝑠) accumulates

the opacity along the ray from the near plane up to 𝑗 .
In practice, the integrals are approximated by discrete points x

along the ray. Ideally, ray points would cluster around regions with
large 𝑉 ( 𝑗) · 𝑜 (r𝑢,𝑣 ( 𝑗)) along the ray since those regions contribute
the most to the final color. However, since it is unknown beforehand
where these regions are located, NeRF uses a coarse volume v𝑐 with
network weights \𝑐 and a fine volume v𝑓 with network weights \ 𝑓 .
Both volumes have the same architecture but do not share weights:
\ = \𝑐 ¤∪ \ 𝑓 . When rendering a ray, the coarse volume is accessed
first at uniformly distributed point samples along the ray. These
coarse samples are used to estimate the visibility distribution𝑉 , from
which fine samples are sampled. The fine volume is then evaluated
at the combined set of coarse and fine ray points. We refer to the
original paper [Mildenhall et al. 2020a] for more details.

Adaptations for NR-NeRF. We assume Lambertian materials in
the scene and thus remove the view-dependent layers of rigid NeRF,
i.e., we set c = c(x). Since each image corresponds to a different
deformation of the volume in our non-rigid setting, we also learn a
latent code for each time step, which is then used as input for the
ray bending network which parameterizes scene deformations. The
weights of this network as well as the latent codes are shared for
the coarse and fine volumes.

3.2 Deformation Model
To account for deformations, we use ray bending or space warping.
For an image ĉ𝑖 , we want to render the canonical NeRF volume
such that it reconstructs the input. To that end, we bend the straight
rays sent out by the camera such that sampling and subsequently
rendering the canonical NeRF along the bent rays yields ĉ𝑖 .
We implement ray bending as a ray bending network b(x, l𝑖 ) ∈
R3 that regresses an offset at the ray point x under a deformation
represented by l𝑖 . The offset is then added to the ray point x before
passing the result to the canonical NeRF volume, that is: (c, 𝑜) =
v(x + b(x, l𝑖 )). Note that v is not conditioned on l𝑖 . We denote the
bent version of the straight ray r̄ as r̃l𝑖 ( 𝑗) = r̄( 𝑗) + b(r̄( 𝑗), l𝑖 ).

Rigidity Network. However, we find that rigid parts of the scene
are insufficiently constrained by this naive formulation. We refor-
mulate b(x, l𝑖 ) ∈ R3 as the combination of a raw offset b′(x, l𝑖 )
and a rigidity mask 𝑟 (x) ∈ [0, 1], i.e., b(x, l𝑖 ) = 𝑟 (x)b′(x, l𝑖 )1. For
rigid objects, we want to prevent deformations and hence desire
𝑟 (x) = 0, while for non-rigid objects, we want 𝑟 (x) > 0. This makes
it easier for b to focus on the non-rigid parts of the scene, which
change over time, since rigid parts can get masked out by the rigidity
network 𝑟 , which is jointly trained. Because the rigidity network
is not conditioned on the latent code l𝑖 , it is forced to share knowl-
edge about rigidity across time steps, which also ensures that parts
of the rigid background that can be unregularized at certain time
steps are nonetheless reconstructed at all time steps without any
deformations.

3.3 Losses
Now that we have set up the architecture, let us see how we can
optimize for all parameters (\ ,𝜓 , {l𝑖 }𝑖 ) jointly. While the network
weights are optimized as usual, the latent codes l𝑖 are auto-decoded,
i.e., they are treated as free variables that are directly optimized for
like network weights instead of getting regressed. This is based
on the auto-decoding framework used in DeepSDF and earlier
works [Park et al. 2019; Tan and Mayrovouniotis 1995].

Notation. For ease of presentation, we consider a single time step 𝑖
and a single straight ray r̄ with coarse ray points 𝐶 = {r̄( 𝑗)} 𝑗 ∈𝐶
for a set 𝐶 of uniformly sampled 𝑗 ∈ [ 𝑗𝑛, 𝑗𝑓 ] and fine ray points
𝐹 = {r̄( 𝑗)} 𝑗 ∈𝐹 for a set 𝐹 of importance sampled 𝑗 . For a latent
code l, the bent ray r̃l gives 𝐶 = {r̃l ( 𝑗)} 𝑗 ∈𝐶 and 𝐹 = {r̃l ( 𝑗)} 𝑗 ∈𝐹 .
The actual training uses a batch of randomly chosen rays from the
training images.

Reconstruction Loss. We adapt the data term from NeRF to our
non-rigid setting as follows:

𝐿data = ∥c𝑐 (𝐶) − ĉ(r)∥22 + ∥c𝑓 (𝐶 ¤∪ 𝐹 ) − ĉ(r)∥22, (2)
where ĉ(r) is the ground-truth color of the pixel and c(𝑆) is the
estimated ray color on the set 𝑆 of discrete ray points.

Our problem setting is more underconstrained then NeRF’s, and
we find it necessary to regularize the bending of rays with further
priors.

Offsets Loss. We regularize the offsets by a sparsity loss. Since we
want air to be compressible and not hinder the optimization, we
weigh the loss at each ray point by its occupancy. However, this
would still apply a high weight to hidden ray points, which leads to
severe artifacts when rendering novel views. We thus additionally
weigh by visibility:

𝐿offsets =
1

|𝐶 |
∑︁
𝑗 ∈𝐶

𝑤 𝑗 · (∥b′(r̄( 𝑗), l)∥2 + 𝜔rigidity𝑟 (r̄( 𝑗))), (3)

where we weigh each point by its visibility and occupancy 𝑤 𝑗 =

𝑉 ( 𝑗) · 𝑜 (r̃( 𝑗)). We do not back-propagate into𝑤 𝑗 . This loss has two
advantages: (1) the gradient is independent of the magnitude of the
offset, so unlike with an L2 loss, small and large offsets/motions are
1While using 𝑟 (x) ultimately encourages rigid points to remain static, using 𝑟 (x +
b′ (x, l𝑖 )) would discourage non-rigid points from entering rigid parts of the scene.
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treated equally, and (2) relative to an L2 loss, it encourages sparsity
in the offsets field, which fits our scenes. We found that applying
the offsets loss to the masked offsets works worse than applying it
to the regressed rigidity mask and raw offsets separately.

Divergence Loss. Since the offsets loss only constraints visible
areas, we introduce additional regularization of hidden areas. In-
spired by local, isometric shape preservation from computer graph-
ics, like as-rigid-as-possible regularization for surfaces [Igarashi
et al. 2005; Sorkine and Alexa 2007] or volume preservation for vol-
umes [Slavcheva et al. 2017b], we seek to preserve the local shape
after deformation. To that end, we propose to regularize the absolute
value of the divergence of the offsets field. The Helmholtz decom-
position [Bhatia et al. 2012] allows to split any twice-differentiable
3D vector field on a bounded domain into a sum of a rotation-free
vector field and a divergence-free vector field. Thus, by penalizing
the divergence, we encourage the vector field to be composed pri-
marily of translations and rotations, effectively preserving volume.
The divergence loss is:

𝐿divergence =
1

|𝐶 |
∑︁
𝑗 ∈𝐶

𝑤 ′
𝑗 · |div(b(r̄( 𝑗), l)) |, (4)

where𝑤 ′
𝑗
= 𝑜 (r̃( 𝑗)), which we do not back-propagate into, and the

divergence div is the divergence of b with respect to the position
r̄( 𝑗).

Full Loss. We combine all losses to obtain the full loss:

𝐿 = 𝐿data + 𝜔offsets𝐿offsets + 𝜔divergence𝐿divergence, (5)

where the weights 𝜔rigidity, 𝜔offsets, and 𝜔offsets are scene-specific.
Note that we do not exploit temporal information, e.g., in an

explicit temporal term, in our formulation as we found that our
approach already produces temporally-stable results without such a
term. Further investigation thereof can be explored in future work.

View Dependence. We can optionally add view-dependent effects,
like specularities, into our model. However, determining the view
direction or ray direction is not as trivial as for the straight rays of
NeRF. Instead, we need to calculate the direction in which the bent
ray passes through a point in the canonical volume.We consider two
options of doing so: slower and exact, or faster and approximate.

Exact: We obtain the direction of the bent ray r̃ at a point r̃( 𝑗) via
the chain rule as ∇𝑗 r̃( 𝑗) = 𝜕r̃( 𝑗)

𝜕r̄( 𝑗) ·
𝜕r̄( 𝑗)
𝜕𝑗 = 𝐽 · d, where 𝐽 is the 3 × 3

Jacobian and d is the direction of the straight ray. We compute 𝐽 via
three backward passes, which is computationally expensive.
Approximate: To reduce computation, we can approximate the

direction at the ray sample via finite differences as the normalized
difference vector between the current point r̃( 𝑗) and the previous
point r̃( 𝑗 − 1) along the bent ray (which is closer to the camera).

3.4 Training Details
We initialize {l𝑖 }𝑖 to zero vectors. We use the same architecture for
the NeRF volume as in the original paper [Mildenhall et al. 2020a].
The ray bending network is a 5-layer MLP with 64 hidden dimen-
sions and ReLU activations, the last layer of which is initialized
with all weights set to zero. The rigidity network is a 3-layer MLP
with 32 hidden dimensions and ReLU activations, with the last layer

initialized to zeros. The output of the last layer of the rigidity net-
work is passed though a tanh activation function and then shifted
and rescaled to lie in [0, 1]. We train usually for 200k iterations
with a batch of 1k randomly sampled rays. Scenes usually consist
of 80 to 300 images, at resolutions of 480 × 270 (Blackmagic, Sony
XZ2) or 512 × 384 (Kinect Azure). At training and at test time, we
use 64 coarse and 64 fine samples per ray in most cases. We use
Adam [Kingma and Ba 2014] and exponentially decay the learning
rate to 10% from the initial 5 · 10−4 over 250k iterations. For dark
scenes, we found it necessary to introduce a warm-up phase that
linearly increases the learning rate starting from 1

20 th of its original
value over 1000 iterations. The latent codes are of the dimension
32. We train between six and seven hours on a single Quadro RTX
8000.

Scene-specific Weights. We have found the following ranges to
be sufficient for a wide range of scenarios: 𝜔rigidity lies in [0.1, 10]
and typically is 1, 𝜔offsets lies in [0.01, 1] and typically is 0.06 or
0.6, and 𝜔divergence lies in [0.1, 10] and typically is 1 or 3. We start
the training with each weight set to 1

100 th of its value, and then
exponentially increase it until its reaches its full value at the end of
training.

3.5 Implementation Details
Our code is based on a faithful PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2019] port [Yen-
Chen 2020] of the official Tensorflow NeRF code [Mildenhall et al.
2020a].

If the camera extrinsics and intrinsics are not given, we estimate
themusing Structure-from-Motion implemented byCOLMAP [Schön-
berger and Frahm 2016; Schönberger et al. 2016]. We find COLMAP
to be robust to non-rigid “outliers”.

We use FFJORD’s [Grathwohl et al. 2018] fast, approximate, unbi-
ased divergence estimation, which reduces the computational costs
of the divergence estimation compared to an exact computation by
a factor of three in our case.

As we want smooth deformations, we only use positional encod-
ing for the input to the canonical NeRF volume, not for the input to
the ray bending network.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Data
We show results on scenes recorded with three different cameras:
the Kinect Azure, a Blackmagic, and a phone camera. Since the
RGB camera of the Kinect Azure exhibits strong radial distortions
along the image border, we use the manufacturer-provided intrinsics
and distortion parameters to undistort the recorded RGB images
beforehand. Appendix A contains a list of tips for recording scenes
for NR-NeRF.

4.2 Qualitative Results
We present qualitative results that visualize the scene from both
the training input views as well as novel views. In addition, we
visualize the rigidity scores and correspondences, and show how
the rigidity scores can be used to enforce a stable background. Fur-
thermore, we show results of a model that takes view-dependent
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Input NR-NeRF

Rigid NeRF (w/ v.d.) Rigid NeRF (w/o v.d.)

Fig. 2. Rigid NeRF on non-rigid input data, with and without view depen-
dence (v.d.).

Fig. 3. The input (left) is reconstructed by NR-NeRF (middle). The bottom
of the image exhibits local shadowing absent at other time steps, which
leads to a high reconstruction error (right).

effects into account. For many more qualitative results, we refer to
the supplemental video.

Comparison to Rigid NeRF. We compare our method to rigid
NeRF [Mildenhall et al. 2020a]. As Fig. 2 shows, not accounting
for deformations leads to blur. Interestingly, NeRF can exploit view
dependence to simulate deformations as view-dependent effects
in sequences where camera view and deformation are correlated
(e.g., when different camera views are not revisited). We refer to the
supplemental video for examples.

Error Maps. We visualize the reconstruction error of the input
images. We first compute the norm of the RGB difference (RGB
values in [0, 1]3), then normalize them by the maximum difference,√
3 · 12, multiply by 10 to exaggerate the error for better visualiza-

tion, and finally apply the jet color scheme. Thus, any pixel error
above 10% is shown as saturated red. Fig. 3 contains an example.

Novel View Synthesis. We can re-render the learned representation
into any novel view at any time step, as shown in Fig. 4. We refer to
the supplemental video for numerous additional results.

Rigidity. In order to visualize the estimated rigidity, we need to
determine the rigidity of the ray associated with a pixel. We choose
to define the rigidity of such a ray as the rigidity of the point 𝑗
closest to an accumulated weight

∑𝑗−1
𝑘=0

𝑤𝑘 of 0.5, i.e., closest to the
median. In practice, this usually gives us the rigidity at the first
visible surface along the ray. Fig. 1 shows an example.

Correspondences. We can use our reconstructions to estimate con-
sistent correspondences across different camera views and time
steps. To visualize this, we treat the canonical NeRF volume as an
RGB cube, i.e., we treat the xyz coordinate in canonical space as an
RGB color. Since this would result in very smooth colors, we split
the canonical model into a voxel grid of 1003 RGB cubes beforehand.
We pick the ray point that determines the pixel color similar to the
rigidity visualization. Fig. 1 shows an example.

Forced Background Stabilization. Since we do not require any
pre-computed foreground-background segmentation, NR-NeRF has
to assign rigidity scores without supervision. Occasionally, this
insufficiently constrains the background and leads to small motion.
To enforce a stable background at test time, we can threshold the
regressed score at some value 𝑟min and replace it with 0 if it is
below 𝑟min. If the rigid background has sufficiently small scores
assigned to it relative to the non-rigid part of the scene, this forces
the background to remain static for all time steps and views. For
results, we refer to the supplemental video.

View Dependence. We can extend NR-NeRF to optionally model
view-dependent effects. However, as shown in the supplemental
video, we find our formulation to lead to hazy artifacts. We hypoth-
esize that the combination of both significant motion and novel
views significantly different from input views to be too undercon-
strained for view-dependent effects. For example, similar to the rigid
NeRF results presented earlier, non-rigid NeRF might exploit subtle
correlations between deformation and camera position at training
time. However, we want to emphasize that better formulations and
regularization in future work may make view-dependent effects
work in these challenging scenarios.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For simplicity, the discrete integration along the bent ray for in-
tegration uses interval lengths given by the straight ray, not the
bent ray. We do not expect this to cause noticeable issues since our
scenes do not appear to lead to strong ray bending.

As we build on NeRF, our method is similarly slow. However, ray
bending only leads to an increase of runtime by about 20%. Neural
Sparse Voxel Fields [Liu et al. 2020] are a promising direction of
speeding up NeRF-like networks.
The background needs to be fairly close to the foreground, an

issuewe inherit fromNeRF. Extending ourmethod similar to NeRF++
[Zhang et al. 2020] to handle parts of the scene outside a certain
foreground sphere differently would be an interesting direction for
addressing this problem.
Since we use a deformation model that does not go from the

canonical space to the deformed space, we cannot obtain exact cor-
respondences, but instead need to use a nearest neighbor/sample ap-
proximation. Future work could attempt to solve this issue by using
an invertible one-to-one mapping for the space warping. Specifically,
neural ODEs [Chen et al. 2018] would provide an interesting albeit
slow alternative to our MLPs that would provide the opportunity
for novel regularization terms.
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Fig. 4. The input (left) is reconstructed by NR-NeRF (middle) and re-rendered into a novel view (right).

We do not account for appearance changes that are due to de-
formation or lighting changes. For example, temporally changing
shadowing in the input images is an issue, as Fig. 3 demonstrates.
Rendering parts of the scene barely or not at all observed in the

training data would not lead to realistic results. Further assumptions
on the types of scenes are listed in Appendix A in the form of
practical tips for recording new scenes.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented a method for free viewpoint rendering of a deforming
scene just using a monocular video as input. This is done by disen-
tangling the dynamic scene into a canonical scene volume and scene
deformation. We have shown that space warping in the form of ray
bending is a promising scene deformation model for volumetric
representations like NeRF. Both the static scene and scene defor-
mation are jointly learned. At test time, the scene can be rendered
from a new viewpoint using volumetric integration. Furthermore,
we have demonstrated that background instability, a problem also
noted by concurrent work [Park et al. 2020], can be mitigated in an
unsupervised fashion by learning a rigidity mask for the offsets field.
We further introduced sparsity and volume preserving regularizers
to constrain the problem. We demonstrated several high-quality
reconstruction and novel view synthesis results of general dynamic
scenes, as well as dense correspondences between the reconstruc-
tions of different images. While several limitations exist as explained
in Sec. 5, we hope that the technical contributions introduced will
inspire future work.
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A PRACTICAL TIPS
When recording a scene for use with our method, please take the
following tips into account:

• Avoid blur (e.g., motion blur or out-of-focus blur).
• Keep camera settings like color temperature and focal length
fixed.

• Avoid lens distortions or estimate distortion parameters for
undistortion.

• Stick to front-facing camera paths that capture most of the
scene in all images.

• Use sufficient lighting and avoid changing it while recording.
• Avoid self-shadowing.
• Only record Lambertian surfaces, avoid view-dependent ef-
fects like specularities.

• The background needs to be static and dominant enough for
SfM to estimate extrinsics.

• Limited scene size: Ensure that the background is not more
than an order ofmagnitude further from the camera compared
to the non-rigid foreground.

https://github.com/yenchenlin/nerf-pytorch/
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